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Kthx. Let's face it, we're all a little weird. We all have secrets, and some of us are just a little kinky. Join us in our friendly,

kinky community. This site features erotic fiction, kink education, and punk rock. Explore our site, meet our authors, and let's
share stories together. NOTE: All material here is written and reviewed by people who identify themselves as kinky and vanilla.
This isn't an open sex forum or an "anything goes" scene, so don't expect spanking and don't bother asking for it. We're not here
for that stuff anyhow, although we don't mind it.Q: We need more than one auto-generated field We have a web app that has a
rather simple table. The table has these columns: ID A_Name B_Name The ID field is not unique - it's just auto-incremented. I
need 2 new fields - A_A_Name and B_B_Name. I want the data to be entered in such a way that we can get one result and split

it based on a page break so that we don't get the data split on both pages, and that we get the same page on both pages. I will give
you some pseudo-code If you are on page one - display ID, A_Name, B_Name If you are on page two - display A_A_Name,
A_Name, B_Name, B_A_Name ... so that I can split them on a page break. How do I go about this? I do not mind if these 2
fields are just added as the end of the data. Any help appreciated. A: As far as I understand, you want to keep existing data

(fields A_Name, B_Name) and just add some new rows. You can achieve this using a dummy table called for example
"test_table". You then would have one query that inserts the data, and another that updates the fields you want to replace (e.g.

A_A_Name 520fdb1ae7
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